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10th April 2015 
 
Dear Local Branch, 
 
RE: End Austerity Now! National June Demo and Affiliation for 2015 
 
At this moment, there is no escaping that every major party remains committed to an agenda of 
austerity. For this reason, The People’s Assembly is calling for a major national demonstration and 
festival in London on the 20th June 2015, just six weeks after the general election. Our message to 
the new government will be simple: we demand an alternative to austerity and to policies that only 
benefit those at the top.  
 
Assembling at the Bank of England, on the doorstep of those who created the crisis, we will show 
that no matter the result of the general election, we are a movement that will not be ignored. As 
ever, we believe that trade unions must remain at the heart of that movement, and therefore invite 
you to play a vital role in the next steps of our UK-wide campaign. 
 
We are writing to ask your branch to affiliate to the The People’s Assembly Against 
Austerity, and support our National June Demonstration. Please find enclosed/attached 
materials for five things your union can do, including: 
 

1. Pass a motion to support the demo and donate £100 or more to join our list of sponsors 
2. Support your local People’s Assembly group to put on a coach from your local area or 

arrange transport for your members 
3. Print flyers & distribute them in your local area or order publicity from the office 
4. Spread the word on social media and in your members’ newsletters (blurbs attached) 
5. Come! Join your union block on the demonstration 

 
With current support from hundreds of national and local trade unions and campaigns, the People’s 
Assembly is a mass and growing coalition that supports, encourages and co-ordinates joint actions, 
protests and demonstrations, to protect our public services and campaign for a fair future for all.  
 
As an affiliate to the People’s Assembly, your union branch will not only offer vital support to local 
and national struggles, but through our national conferences and local assemblies, will be able to 
send representatives to shape and form the direction of the campaign, ensuring that we are as 
dynamic and effective as possible. 
 
It has never been clearer that austerity has failed. Now we must maximise mobilisations, and send a 
solid demand to the new government: End Austerity Now. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
 

 
Steve Turner       Romayne Phoenix 
Co-Chair, The People’s Assembly    Co-Chair, The People’s Assembly 


